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SUMMARY
Sound elicits rapid movements of muscles in the face, ears, and eyes that protect the body from injury and
trigger brain-wide internal state changes. Here, we performed quantitative facial videography from mice
resting atop a piezoelectric force plate and observed that broadband sounds elicited rapid and stereotyped
facial twitches. Facial motion energy (FME) adjacent to the whisker array was 30 dB more sensitive than the
acoustic startle reflex and offered greater inter-trial and inter-animal reliability than sound-evoked pupil di-
lations ormovement of other facial and body regions. FME tracked the low-frequency envelope of broadband
sounds, providing a means to study behavioral discrimination of complex auditory stimuli, such as speech
phonemes in noise. Approximately 25% of layer 5–6 units in the auditory cortex (ACtx) exhibited firing rate
changes during facial movements. However, FME facilitation during ACtx photoinhibition indicated that
sound-evoked facial movements were mediated by a midbrain pathway and modulated by descending cor-
ticofugal input. FME and auditory brainstem response (ABR) thresholds were closely aligned after noise-
induced sensorineural hearing loss, yet FME growth slopes were disproportionately steep at spared fre-
quencies, reflecting a central plasticity that matched commensurate changes in ABR wave 4. Sound-evoked
facial movements were also hypersensitive in Ptchd1 knockout mice, highlighting the use of FME for identi-
fying sensory hyper-reactivity phenotypes after adult-onset hyperacusis and inherited deficiencies in autism
risk genes. These findings present a sensitive and integrative measure of hearing while also highlighting that
even low-intensity broadband sounds can elicit a complexmixture of auditory, motor, and reafferent somato-
sensory neural activity.
INTRODUCTION

Less than 1 s after intense sound reaches the ear, the pupil di-

lates, postural muscles contract, the pinna twitches, eardrum

tension increases, and molecular motors in cochlear outer hair

cells are disengaged to attenuate cochlear amplification. Each

of these rapid audiomotor transformations is mediated by inde-

pendent neural reflex pathways that protect the inner ear from

acoustic injury, initiate defensive behaviors, and orient the

head and body for further analysis of the sound source. In prin-

ciple, assaying these involuntary behaviors with startle reflex

audiometry,1 pre-pulse inhibition of startle,2,3 middle ear muscle

reflex audiometry,4 olivocochlear reflex audiometry,5,6 or pupil-

lary dilation response audiometry7,8 provides a useful middle

ground to study hearing in laboratory animals, offering higher

throughput than operant behaviors while providing the integra-

tive measure of behavioral registration in awake animals that is

lacking with physiological proxies for hearing, such as the audi-

tory brainstem response.
The primary challengewithmost involuntary behavioral assays

is that they are mediated by different cell types and neural path-

ways than the central auditory neuroaxis that provides the basis

for conscious sound awareness. Reflexes that protect the animal

and ear from injury are often insensitive to low and moderate

sound levels that are well within the audible range and generally

do not reflect the involvement of neural circuits beyond the brain-

stem, limiting their broader use as a behavioral measure of gen-

eral hearing ability.2,9,10 Interestingly, in analyzing high-resolu-

tion video of the face during a sound presentation in mice,

several recent studies observed uninstructed movements that

were synchronized to the onsets of discrete sounds.11–13 Apart

from remarking on their occurrence, these studies did not delve

into their acoustic feature sensitivity or characterize the neural

pathways that might transform sound into facial movements.

Here, we build on these reports to show that sound-evoked

movements from a region of the face just caudal to the vibrissae

array are 1,000 times more sensitive (30 dB) to sound than the

startle reflex. We show that facial movements track the temporal
Current Biology 34, 1–16, April 22, 2024 ª 2024 Elsevier Inc. 1
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Figure 1. Facial movements provide a sensitive and specific behavioral index of hearing in mice

(A) Schematic depicts mouse, camera, speaker, and summed output of three piezoelectric transducers attached to the force plate. The multi-peaked startle

waveform is copied from the first 115 dB SPL trial shown in (D).

(B) Video frames from a single trial depict changes in the pinna, jaw, nose, pupil, and eyelid positions determined by DeepLabCut.

(C) Motion energy calculated from a region of interest positioned caudal to the vibrissa array.

(D) Movement amplitudes for 7 consecutive trials in a representative mouse. y axis scales presented at right.

(E) Mean peristimulus force plate and facial movement responses from 8 mice.

(legend continued on next page)
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envelope of sound, permitting single-trial decoding of complex

sounds, such as English speech tokens presented in back-

ground noise. Single-unit recordings and optogenetic manipula-

tions suggest that sound-evoked facial movements are medi-

ated by a midbrain pathway but modulated by descending

corticofugal projections. Finally, we show that facial movements

capture both inherited and acquired auditory hypersensitivity in

mice with mutations in autism risk genes and noise-induced

cochlear sensorineural damage, respectively. In sum, our data

suggest that a relatively simple approach of making video re-

cordings of the face provides a new behavioral vantage point

to study neural and behavioral processing of complex sounds.

RESULTS

Facial movements provide a sensitive index of hearing
We measured involuntary behavioral reactions to sound by

placing head-fixed unanesthetized mice atop a piezoelectric

force transduction plate while acquiring a high-resolution video

of the face. The output of the force plate provided an index of

general body movements as well as large-amplitude multi-

phasic events corresponding to the startle reflex (Figure 1A).14

Movement of the pinna, jaw, eyelid, nose, and pupil were quan-

tified with DeepLabCut, a video analysis method for markerless

tracking of body movements based on deep neural networks

(N = 8 mice; Figure 1B).15 We also calculated facial motion en-

ergy (FME) from a region of interest caudal to the whisker array

(Figure 1C), permitting simultaneous acquisition and comparison

of sound-evoked movements across measurement modalities

(Figure 1D).

We observed that broadband noise bursts elicited short-la-

tency facial twitches and longer latency pupil dilations across a

far wider range of sound levels than the acoustic startle reflex

(Figure 1E). To quantify the differences in the amplitude of these

movements across the full range of sound levels, Z-scored am-

plitudes of videographicmeasures were comparedwith changes
(F) Mean ± SEM movement amplitudes. Vertical axes on the left and right refer t

(G) Left: as per (A), except that high-resolution video recordings (150 frames/s) a

point on the hind paw in four frames relative to the onset of a noise burst.

(H) Mean peristimulus force plate and hind paw video responses from 8 mice. Fo

videography plots presented above in (E).

(I) Startle thresholds for eachmouse (circle) and samplemean. Arrow indicates one

in startle reflex threshold measured via the piezoelectric force plate or hind paw

(J) Left, mean FME amplitude in response to a high-contrast drifting visual grating

noise bursts elicited significantly greater FME than visual gratings (paired t test,

(K) Minimum sound intensity that elicited movement presented for each mouse (

movement types (one-way repeated measures ANOVA, F = 13.45, p = 23 10�8) w

(p = 0.01) and startle reflex (p = 0.0002). For all figures, black and gray horizontal

with FME after Holm-Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons.

(L) Sound-evoked movement latencies presented for each mouse (circle) and

movement types (one-way repeated measures ANOVA, F = 550.67, p = 83 10�3

nose (p = 0.01), pupil dilation (p = 2 3 10�7), eyelid (p = 0.01), and startle reflex (p

range (mean latency = 627 ms).

(M) Trial-to-trial variability measured with the coefficient of variation presented fo

was significantly different betweenmovement types (one-way repeatedmeasures

was significantly less variable than all other movement types (p < 0.0004 for all c

(N) Inter-subject variability measured with the coefficient of variation across su

variability was significantly different betweenmovement types (one-way repeated

that FME was significantly less variable than all other movement types (p < 0.00

See also Figure S1.
in force plate amplitude. Acoustic startle reflex amplitudes

increased rapidly above 75 dB SPL and then saturated at 95

dB SPL (Figure 1F). Sound-evoked movement of the eyelid

and jaw showed the same high-threshold saturating response

as the acoustic startle response, while the pupil was less respon-

sive overall than other facial markers. By contrast, FME, as well

as the movement of the pinna and nose, grew monotonically

across a far wider range of sound levels, suggesting that they

may arise from a separate pathway for neural sound processing

than the acoustic startle reflex.

To determine whether facial movement and startle reflex dif-

ferences could be attributed to inherent differences between

video and piezoelectric force plate recordings, we performed

high-speed videography of the hind paw in a subset of mice

but noted a close correspondence between force plate and

hind paw movement amplitudes (Figure 1G). These experiments

demonstrated consistently high sound-evoked thresholds for

the startle reflex, whether acquired via force plate or video anal-

ysis of the hind paw (Figures 1H and 1I, statistical reporting pro-

vided in the figure legends throughout). Next, we explored

whether evoked facial movements were particularly sensitive

to auditory stimuli by interleaving blocks of 60 dB SPL noise

bursts with high-contrast visual drifting gratings. These experi-

ments revealed the virtual absence of visually evoked facial

movements in mice with robust reactions to a moderate-inten-

sity sound (Figure 1J). While this experiment cannot prove the

absence of visually evoked facial movements, it demonstrates

that an easily detectable broadband visual stimulus used widely

in neuroscience experiments does not elicit time-locked facial

movements, but a typical auditory broadband stimulus does. A

final series of control experiments addressed whether time-

locked movements to sound presentation might instead arise

from a direct mechanical displacement from the sound pressure

wave or a response to somatosensory cues induced by any

direct movement from the sound wave. A combination of math-

ematical calculations, recordings in whisker-trimmed mice, and
o the videographic movement and startle reflex, respectively.

re made of the hind paw. Right: blue circle indicates DeepLabCut tracking of a

rce plate and hind paw pseudocolor scales match the startle reflex and nose

outlying value outside of the plotted range. There was no significant difference

videography (paired t test, p = 0.17).

compared with a 60 dB SPL white noise burst (N = 8). Right, moderate-intensity

p =3 3 10�5).

circle) and sample mean (horizontal bar). Threshold varied significantly across

ith post-hoc comparisons finding significant differences between FME and jaw

bars denote significant (p < 0.05) and non-significant differences, respectively,

sample mean (horizontal bar). Response latency varied significantly across
4) with post-hoc comparisons finding significant differences between FME and

= 0.0003). Gray arrows for pupil denote that values were outside of the y axis

r each mouse (circle) and sample mean (horizontal bar). Trial-to-trial variability

ANOVA, F = 23.18, p = 63 10�11) with post-hoc comparisons finding that FME

omparisons).

bjects for each trial (circle) and sample mean (horizontal bar). Inter-subject

measures ANOVA, F = 59.12, p = 13 10�34) with post-hoc comparisons finding

5 for all comparisons).
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Figure 2. Facial movements synchronize to

slow changes in the sound pressure envelope

(A) Silent gaps of varying durations were introduced

in a constant background of 50 dB SPL white noise.

Mean FME before, during, and after the silent gap.

(B) FME significantly increased with gap duration

(one-way repeated measures ANOVA, F = 9.43, p =

3 3 10�11). Individual mice and sample means (N =

8) are plotted as thin gray lines and thick black lines,

respectively.

(C) Gap detection thresholds for each mouse.

(D) Spectrogram depicts downward frequency

modulated sweeps presented at 2.5 Hz with a 50%

duty cycle (white) at 70 dB SPL. Mean ± SEM FME

amplitude for an examplemouse (red) shows a facial

twitch elicited by each of the six consecutive FM

sweeps.

(E) Fourier analysis of FME responses from 8mice to

the FM sweep sequence presented at 2.5 Hz yields a

peak at the presentation rate (dashed vertical line).

Individual mice and sample means are plotted as

thin gray lines and thick red lines, respectively.

(F) Facial synchronization was calculated as the

power at the stimulus presentation rate relative to

the noise floor. Synchronization significantly de-

creases across higher FM sweep presentation rates

(one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA, F = 52.73, p =

6 3 10�18).
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recordings on the contralateral side of the head to the sound

source provided no support for this possibility (Figures S1A–

S1D). Additional hearing loss experiments described below

confirm that sound-evoked facial movements reflect the neural

encoding of the auditory stimulus.

FME provides a robust measure of sound-evoked facial
movements
Compared with other measures of facial movement, FME ap-

peared to offer a few advantages based on its sensitivity to low

sound levels, apparent independence from the startle reflex,

relative ease of measurement, and use in prior studies.11–13 We

quantified features of FME relative to other involuntary move-

ments to address this point more rigorously. We found that

FME thresholds were approximately 40 dB SPL and not signifi-

cantly different than movement thresholds for the pinna, nose,

pupil, or eyelid, but significantly more sensitive than the startle

reflex or jaw movements (Figure 1K). Facial movements ex-

hibited short latencies overall, occurring less than 50 ms

following sound onset (Figure 1L). The startle reflex was the fast-

est of all (14.2 ± 0.2ms), while sound-evoked pupil dilations were

over an order of magnitude slower than other movements, with

an average onset latency of 627.3 ± 22.8 ms. Although FME,

pinna, and nose movements showed comparable thresholds

and latencies, FME proved the most robust measure of sound-

evoked facial movements, as evidenced by significantly lower

trial-by-trial variability (Figure 1M) and inter-subject variability

(Figure 1N).

One potential concern relates to FME’s specificity, as sound-

evoked facial movements are intermingled with spontaneous

facial movements (Figure 1D). However, calculating FME in units

of Z score units accounts for the degree of spontaneous move-

ment in a given recording session, as confirmed by the
4 Current Biology 34, 1–16, April 22, 2024
correspondence between the growth functions of FME and the

d-prime sensitivity statistic (Figures S1E and S1F). Furthermore,

motion energy can be calculated from a region of interest (ROI)

positioned anywhere on the body, raising the question of

whether placing the ROI caudal to the whisker array is the

optimal choice. We found that motion energy saturated at 45

dB SPL for a whisker pad ROI, while an ROI centered on the

pinna exhibited non-monotonic growth for sound levels greater

than 75 dB, indicating startle reflex involvement (Figures S1G

and S1H). Because of these non-linearities and because the

ROI caudal to the whisker array is less sensitive to variations in

lighting conditions, we rely on motion energy measured caudal

to the whisker array for all subsequent analyses.

Facial movements track the temporal envelope of
broadband sounds
Most commonly used reflexive and physiological markers of

sound processing rely on discrete bursts of sounds to elicit re-

sponses of varying magnitude. However, encoding natural

sounds is critically dependent on tracking fluctuations in the

sound pressure envelope over time.16 Hence, an involuntary

behavioral readout of sound processing that indexed synchroni-

zation to the sound pressure envelope could provide insights

into the neural encoding of more complex sounds not possible

with other reflexive or voluntary behaviors.

To address the possibility that sound-evoked facial move-

ments could provide this insight, we first introduced silent

gaps of varying duration in continuous broadband noise. We

found that facial movements were elicited at the offset of silent

gaps (Figure 2A), where the magnitude of FME grew monoton-

ically with gap duration (Figure 2B), with FME gap response

thresholds of approximately 55 ms across eight mice (Fig-

ure 2C). Next, we noted that facial movements were entrained



Figure 3. Decoding phonemes in background

noise via facial movements

(A) Spectrograms of two English speech tokens

digitally resynthesized to span the mouse hearing

range without distorting the spectrotemporal enve-

lope of the source signal.

(B) Spectrogram plots six presentations of the

phoneme, Gee, presented at 1 Hz (grayscale, right

vertical axis). Mean ± SEM FME from a representa-

tive mouse elicited by each speech token (red, left

vertical axis).

(C) Mean ± SEM FME for Gee and Ha presented at

70 dB SPL without background noise and five levels

of increasingly intense background noise (N = 8).

(D) FME synchronization to the speech token pre-

sentation rate decreased significantly, but equiva-

lently, for both phonemes across increasingly levels

of background noise (2-way repeated measures

ANOVA, main effect for noise level [F = 12.36, p =

2 3 10�8], main effect for phoneme [F = 0.78, p =

0.39]).

(E) Single-trial speech token classification accuracy

with actual and shuffled (shuff) assignment of stim-

ulus identity. Chance classification = 50%. Classifi-

cation accuracy was significantly greater for actual

than shuffled stimulus label assignments for all

background noise levels (paired t tests, p < 0.002 for

all), except at the highest noise level (50 dB SPL, p =

0.07). Thin lines and thick horizontal bars denote

individual mice and sample means, respectively.

See also Figure S2.
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to the repetition rate of broadband sounds, such as FM sweeps

(Figure 2D). We quantified facial synchronization to the sound

pressure envelope by performing a Fourier analysis on FME

amplitude and calculating the power at the stimulus repetition

rate relative to the noise floor (Figure 2E). We found that FME

became less synchronized as the presentation rate of FM

sweeps increased but tracked the sound envelope for modula-

tion rates up to 3 Hz (Figure 2F). As the dominant frequencies

of facial pad movements during whisking fall in the theta

range (4–8Hz) or higher,17 the 3 Hz low-pass cutoff on sound

synchronization is not likely attributable to a motor-related lim-

itation but rather an upstream process in the audiomotor

transformation.

Facial movements index speech processing in
background noise
In the hearing sciences, normal response thresholds in silence

often belie profoundly abnormal encoding of spectrotemporally

complex communication sounds or sound in background
noise.18–20 Understanding the broader

impact of hearing loss or hearing restora-

tion interventions on behavioral registration

of communication sounds remains a high

priority for animal models of human hearing

disorders. Therefore, as a next step, we

presented English syllables resynthesized

to match the mouse hearing range

(Figures 3A and 3B) and quantified facial

movement synchronization to these re-
peating speech tokens in increasing levels of background noise

(Figure 3C). We found that the synchronization to the speech

presentation rate decreased with background noise level but re-

mained robust up to 50 dB SPL (20 dB SNR) background noise

(Figure 3D).

Measuring whether a speech stimulus can be detected in

noise is less relevant than whether it can be discriminated in

noise. Gee and Ha clearly differed in spectrum and voice onset

timing (Figure 3A), such that the phase of facial synchronization

to each syllable was slightly offset (see timing of blue versus red

movements, Figure 3C). To determine whether facial registration

of timing cues provided a basis for decoding speech token iden-

tity in varying levels of background noise, we performed a prin-

cipal-component analysis to decompose the movement vectors

into a lower dimensional space and then trained a support vector

machine to classify held-out trials as either Gee or Ha. We found

approximately 80% single-trial speech token classification ac-

curacy, which was significantly higher than chance for all noise

levels up to 50 dB SPL (Figure 3E). To establish the generality
Current Biology 34, 1–16, April 22, 2024 5
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of these observations, we performed additional speech decod-

ing experiments with syllable pairs synthesized from vocoded

noise (Figure S2A), syllable pairs distinguished primarily by spec-

tral cues (Figure S2B), and syllable pairs primarily distinguished

by voice onset timing (Figure S2C). These experiments demon-

strated that facial movement features conserved across individ-

ual mice arose from a sensitivity to acoustic cues that also influ-

ence human speech intelligibility (Figure S2D).

Facial movements are insensitive to pure tones
Facial videography offers several advantages over traditional

indices of hearing function, such as the auditory brainstem

response (ABR), in that it can be measured in unanesthetized

animals and provides a direct behavioral readout for the en-

coding of spectrotemporally complex sounds. The principal

use of ABR measurements is to provide a non-invasive phys-

iological assay of cochlear function. For example, 2 h of expo-

sure to a 103 dB SPL 16–32 kHz noise band damages outer

hair cells and cochlear afferent synapses in the high-frequency

base (Figure 4A). The sensorineural damage from this acoustic

trauma protocol can be directly visualized with post-mortem

cochlear histology21 and indirectly indexed via an irreversible

elevation of ABR thresholds evoked by tone bursts 16 kHz

and higher (Figure 4B). To determine whether sound-evoked

facial movements can also provide an index of cochlear

sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), we measured FME evoked

by pure tones (Figure 4C) but discovered that facial move-

ments were far less responsive to tones than broadband

noise, with average response thresholds as high as 90 dB

SPL (Figure 4D).

ABR and facial movements provide congruentmeasures
of hearing loss and excess central gain after acoustic
trauma
To address whether the stimuli used for ABR and facial vide-

ography measures could be adapted to support direct com-

parison, we elicited the ABR with octave-band noise (OBN)

centered on 8 or 32 kHz and observed low-threshold re-

sponses with the expected multi-peaked waveform (Figure 4E).

2 weeks after high-frequency noise exposure, we found that 8

kHz OBN responses were unchanged, while 32 kHz OBN

thresholds were elevated by approximately 40 dB, closely

matching the threshold shift observed with pure tone stimuli

(Figure 4F).

Exposure to intense noise has two types of effects on sound-

evoked neural activity: first, neural responses to high-stimulus

frequencies within the range of cochlear damage are reduced

due to degeneration of cochlear sensory cells and primary

afferent nerve endings22; second, single-unit responses to lower

stimulus frequencies bordering the cochlear lesion are unaf-

fected at early stages of auditory processing but are enhanced

at higher stages of the central auditory pathway due to the

increased expression of compensatory plasticity processes

that are collectively described as excess central gain (Fig-

ure 4G).18,21,23–26 To determine whether excess central gain be-

comesmore prevalent at successive stages of neural processing

with gross neuroelectric recordings, we analyzed the amplitude

of each ABR wave before and after noise exposure. Each wave

of the ABR is generated by the initial volley of synchronized
6 Current Biology 34, 1–16, April 22, 2024
action potentials at successive stages of central auditory pro-

cessing.27,28 Thus, wave 1 is generated by spiral ganglion neu-

rons, waves 2 and 3 by the cochlear nucleus and superior olivary

complex, and waves 4 and 5 are generated within the auditory

midbrain.29–32 The 8 kHz OBN reliably elicited waves 1, 2, and

4 across our subjects, affording us the opportunity to quantify

the amplitude growth for each wave across a fixed range of

sound levels before and after noise exposure. As predicted, we

observed that normalized input-output functions for the low-fre-

quency stimulus were slightly attenuated for wave 1, unchanged

from baseline for wave 2, but were enhanced above baseline for

wave 4, consistent with the emergence of central compensatory

plasticity mechanisms at higher stages of central auditory pro-

cessing (Figure 4H).

We then performed facial videography in noise-exposed mice

to determine if FME captured the same combination of high-fre-

quency threshold shift and low-frequency response potentiation.

We found that 8 and 32 kHz OBN stimuli elicited strong facial

movements (Figure 5A) that increased over a wide range of

sound levels (Figure 5B) and remained stable over a 2-week

measurement period following a sham exposure to moderate

sound levels that do not damage the cochlea (Figure 5C).

Noise-induced high-frequency hearing loss was associated

with a 40–50 dB increase in 32 kHz OBN thresholds without

affecting 8 kHz OBN thresholds, matching the standard ABR-

based approach for measuring noise-induced hearing loss

(Figure 5D).

We hypothesized that if sound-evoked facial movements

were mediated by a brainstem pathway we would—similar to

the early waves of the ABR—observe an invariant 8-kHz-

evoked response amplitude over the measurement period

and stably depressed 32-kHz-evoked responses (Figure 5E).

Conversely, if sound-evoked reflexes were mediated by audi-

tory midbrain or forebrain nuclei, we would expect that

8-kHz-evoked facial movements would grow to exceed base-

line levels within days (forebrain) or weeks (midbrain) following

high-frequency SNHL, whereas 32-kHz-evoked movements

would be initially reduced before staging a partial recovery to

baseline levels.18,25,33

Sound-evoked facial movements exhibited a pattern of loss

and recovery after SNHL most consistent with a neural pathway

including midbrain or forebrain nuclei (Figure 5F). We found that

FME amplitudes elicited by the spared 8 kHz noise band at near-

threshold intensities were initially stable after noise exposure but

then significantly exceeded baseline levels 2 weeks following

noise exposure (Figure 5G, top). Similarly, facial movements

evoked by the 32 kHz noise band were nearly eliminated hours

after noise exposure but partially recovered 2 weeks after noise

exposure (Figure 5G, bottom). Comparing changes in the 8 kHz

ABR and FME amplitudes in the same mice 2 weeks after noise-

induced SNHL, we found that individual differences in FME

enhancement were highly correlated with ABR wave 4 potentia-

tion, yet no association was observedwith changes in waves 1 or

2 (Figure 5H). Finally, the combination of enhanced facial move-

ments at 8 kHz and suppressed responses at 32 kHz observed

after SNHL was not a consequence of repeated testing over

the 2-week period, as facial movement amplitudes at both test

frequencies were comparatively stable in sham-exposed mice

(Figure 5I).



Figure 4. Noise-induced SNHL causes a combination of high-frequency threshold shift and excess low-frequency gain in the ABR

(A) 2 h of exposure to 16–32 kHz octave-band noise (OBN) at 103 dB SPL causes sensorineural damage in the high-frequency base of the cochlea, as determined

with pinna-vertex ABR measurements.

(B) Tone-evoked ABRmeasurements reveal significant threshold elevation for test frequencies above 11.3 kHzmeasured before vs 2 weeks after noise exposure

(2-way repeated measures ANOVA, N = 9, main effect for group, [F = 146.95, p = 93 10�9]; group x frequency interaction, [F = 39.73, p = 93 10�16]). Asterisks

denote post-hoc pairwise comparisons (p < 0.05 for all).

(C) Mean peristimulus FME responses from 8 mice for pure tone and broadband noise stimuli.

(D) Mean ± SEM FME amplitudes over sound levels. Broadband noise evokes significantly larger facial movements than pure tones (2-way repeated measures

ANOVA, N = 8, main effect for stimulus type, [F = 54.95, p = 4 3 10�6]; group 3 frequency interaction, [F = 10.87, p = 3 3 10�5]).

(E) OBN centered at 8 and 32 kHz elicits a robust multi-peaked ABR before acoustic trauma. 2 weeks after noise-induced high-frequency SNHL, the ABR

response to the 32 kHz noise band is virtually absent at sound levels up to 80 dB SPL, whereas responses to the 8 kHz noise band appear unaffected or slightly

larger than baseline measurements. Arrows indicate the appearance of ABR waves (w) 1–5.

(F) OBN ABR thresholds after noise exposure (two-way repeated measures ANOVA, N = 8; main effect for frequency [F = 38.26, p = 2 3 10�5]; main effect for

timepoint [F = 46.59, p = 8 3 10�6], frequency 3 time point [F = 38.259, p = 1 310�4]).

(G) Schematic illustrating the neural generators of ABR waves 1–5 and the expected transition from slight attenuation in the 8 kHz OBN level 3 amplitude input-

output function for early waves to excess central gain measured in later waves. NA indicates that the neural generators of the ABR do not include central auditory

structures above the midbrain.

(H) Mean ± SEM 8 kHz OBN-evoked normalized wave amplitude growth functions plotted relative to a threshold. Inset: 8 kHz OBN-evoked normalized wave

amplitudes were averaged within a 30–45 dB range above the threshold. Solid black line represents no change, gray lines represent individual subjects, and thick

gray and dashed black lines represent baseline and 2 weeks post-exposure, respectively. Asterisks denote p < 0.05.
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Figure 5. Changes in sound-evoked facial movement after noise-induced SNHL parallel modifications in late ABR waves

(A) Mean ± SEM facial movements evoked by broadband noise, octave-band noise (OBN), and pure tones at 70 dB SPL. OBN and pure tone responses are

averaged across 8 and 32 kHz.

(B) OBN responses are elicited at low sound levels and grow monotonically with sound level (one-way repeated measures ANOVA [F=189.9, p = 63 10�66, N =

20]).

(C) Sound-evoked facial movements elicited by OBN centered at 8 and 32 kHz are stable over a 17-day (D) measurement period spanning sham noise exposure

(2-way repeated measures ANOVA, N = 8, main effect for day, [F = 1.2, p = 0.33]; main effect for frequency, [F = 40.1, p = 4 3 10�4]).

(D) Top: thresholds for sound-evoked facial movements with the 8 kHz OBN are unchanged over time after noise exposure and do not differ between SNHL and

sham groups (2-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA, N = 8/10 sham/SNHL, main effect for day [F = 0.14, p = 0.93]; main effect for group [F = 0.44, p = 0.52]). Bottom:

Thresholds for sound-evoked facial movements with the 32 kHz OBN are elevated after SNHL but not sham noise exposure (2-way repeated measures ANOVA,

N = 18, main effect for day, [F = 32.87, p = 1 3 10�11]; main effect for group, [F = 39, p = 1 3 10�5]).

(E) Schematic illustrating hypothetical changes in sound-evoked facial movement amplitudes over the same 17-day period before and after an SNHL-inducing

noise exposure (vertical gray line). The cartoon model assumes that central gain is progressively enhanced at successive stages of the central pathway, pro-

moting faster andmore complete recovery of the high-frequency response in the damaged region of the cochlea and hyper-responsiveness to the low-frequency

noise band.

(F) Mean peristimulus FME responses from 8 mice over a 17-day period spanning noise-induced hearing loss for an 8 and 32 kHz OBN (top and bottom,

respectively).

(G) Actual data after SNHL are compared against the cartoon model shown in (E) by plotting the fold change in facial movement amplitudes relative to baseline

(mean of D-1 and D-2) for sound levels at threshold or 10 dB above threshold (i.e., 0 dB and 10 dB sensation level, SL). Data from individual mice (N = 10) and

group mean are shown as thin gray and thick dashed lines, respectively. Asterisks denote that the change in sound-evoked facial movements are either

significantly elevated relative to baseline (top) or significantly suppressed relative to baseline (bottom), as assessed with one-sample t tests relative to a pop-

ulation mean of 1.0 (p < 0.02 for all significant time points).

(legend continued on next page)
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Suppressing auditory cortex neural activity enhances
sound-evoked facial movements
To study the correspondence between facial movements and

neural activity dynamics in brain regions downstream of the

auditorymidbrain, we performed extracellular single-unit record-

ings from the primary auditory cortex (A1) with 64-channel

laminar probes and identified laminar boundaries based on cur-

rent source density analysis (Figure 6A). Isolated regular spiking

(RS) single units increased their activity shortly after the presen-

tation of broadband sounds, making it difficult to isolate the rela-

tive contribution of sound-evoked sensory inputs from move-

ment-related activation when they overlap in time. For this

reason, we identified spontaneous FME transients that occurred

during the silent inter-trial interval (Figure 6B). In L2/3 and L4,

only 11% of A1 RS units exhibited significant spike rate modula-

tion during spontaneous facial movements, whereas 25% of

units in L5 and L6 were significantly modulated (Figures 6C

and 6D). We and others have previously reported that self-initi-

ated movements with or without coincident sound stimulation

modulate the spike rates of layer 5 and layer 6 auditory cortex

(ACtx) units more than upper layer units.34–36 Here, we also

observed that spike rate modulation during spontaneous facial

twitches was greater in deeper layer units (Figure 6E). Interest-

ingly, motor-preparatory activity in ACtx begins hundreds of mil-

liseconds before the onset of comparatively complex, goal-

directed movements that involve licking or level pressing,35–37

but appeared coincident with the onset of spontaneous facial

twitches.

Because deep-layer ACtx neurons respond both to sound and

FME transients, they could be an obligatory relay for converting

the sensory representation into a motor signal. On the other

hand, sound-evoked first spike latencies are on the order of

10–25 ms in the deep-layer ACtx neurons,38 which overlaps

with the onset of sound-evoked FME responses (24 ± 1.1 ms;

Figure 2B). By contrast, sound-evoked first spike latencies in

the inferior colliculus, an auditory midbrain structure, are on

the order of 5–10ms, thus occurring well ahead of sound-evoked

movements.39 Inferior colliculus neurons also generate wave 4 of

the ABR, which showed a close correspondence with changes in

sound-evoked facial movements after noise exposure (Fig-

ure 6H) and also receive massive corticofugal feedback from

the ACtx. Collectively, these pieces of evidence suggest an alter-

native model where ACtx is not a mediator of sound-evoked

facial movements but insteadmodulates the sensorimotor trans-

formation via its descending projections to subcortical nuclei.

To further test the role of ACtx as a mediator or modulator of

sound-evoked facial movements, we optogenetically inhibited

ACtx RS unit spiking. If ACtx mediated the response, sound-

evoked facial movements would be eliminated in photoinhibition

trials (Figure 6F, left). If ACtx played a modulatory role, sound-
(H) Changes in ABR amplitude and sound-evoked facial movements elicited by th

a subset of mice with data from both measurement types (N = 7). Dashed line pre

0 and 10 dBSL sound levels. Increased 8-kHz-evoked facial movements are not co

2 (r = 0.02, p = 0.96) but are significantly correlated with changes in ABR wave 4

(I) The pattern of increased responses at 8 kHz and decreased responses at 32 kH

waymixedmodel ANOVA, main effect for group [F = 0.65, p = 0.42]; main effect fo

p = 0.001]). Thin and thick lines represent data from individual mice and grou

respectively.
evoked facial movements would be attenuated or enhanced dur-

ing cortical photoinhibition (Figure 6F, right). We first confirmed

that optogenetic activation of parvalbumin-expressing (PV)

GABAergic interneurons effectively suppressed spiking in ACtx

RS units (Figure 6G) and, in the absence of sound, did not elicit

facial movements (Figure S3). Next, we bilaterally activated PV

neurons throughout the peri-stimulus period and interleaved

laser-on trials with laser-off trials (Figure 6H). We found that FME

was significantly enhanced during ACtx photoinhibition, support-

ing a conceptual model where the ACtx is a modulator rather than

a mediator of sound-evoked facial movements (Figure 6I).

Sound-evoked facial movements capture an auditory
sensory hyper-responsivity phenotype in mice with an
autism risk gene mutation
Sensory overload is a cardinal feature of autism spectrum disor-

der (ASD), particularly in the auditory modality, where moderate-

intensity sounds are overwhelmingly loud and distressing.40,41

The sensory overload ASD phenotype can be challenging to

model in laboratory animals because the broader cognitive and

motor impairment related to mutations in ASD risk genes can

interfere with acquiring and performing the procedural demands

of an operant behavioral task. Here, we focused on mice with

deletion of Ptchd1, an ASD risk gene expressed in the thalamic

reticular nucleus during prenatal development.42 Male mice

with Ptchd1 deletion exhibit attention deficits, gross hyperactiv-

ity, and poor distractor suppression during a visual detection

task, but an auditory hyper-reactivity phenotype has not been

reported.43

We first confirmed that ABR thresholds were equivalent in

Ptchd1 KO mice and wild-type controls, demonstrating that

any differences in auditory responses were unlikely attributable

to the differences in early auditory processing. Facial videog-

raphy revealed that the baseline pupil diameter was abnormally

large in Ptchd1 KO mice, consistent with the descriptions in

several other strains of mice with ASD risk gene mutations

(Figures 7B and 7C).44 Sound-evoked pupil dilation growth func-

tions were comparable between KO and WT mice after baseline

pupil differences were factored out (two-way repeatedmeasures

ANOVA, N = 11/14 for WT/KO; main effect for genotype, F = 3.4,

p = 0.08, data not shown). In contrast, spontaneous facial move-

ments during the inter-trial interval were comparable between

WT and KO mice (Figure 7D, two-sample t test, N = 11/15, p =

0.25), but sound-evoked FME was significantly steeper

across a range of moderate sound intensities in KO mice

compared with WT controls (Figure 7E). These findings demon-

strate that sound-evoked facial movements can capture a herita-

ble hyper-responsivity phenotype related to genetic mutations

as well as acquired hyper-responsivity caused by noise-induced

SNHL.
e 8 kHz noise band after noise-induced high-frequency SNHL are calculated for

sents the linear fit of the data. Facial movement changes reflect the average of

rrelatedwith changes in ABRwave 1 (Pearson r =�0.05, p = 0.92) or ABRwave

(r = 0.92, p = 0.003).

z observed 2 weeks after SNHL is not observed following sham exposure (two-

r frequency [F = 22.45, p = 33 10�4]; Group3 Frequency interaction [F = 15.65,

p means from the SNHL group (N = 10) and sham exposure group (N = 8),
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Figure 6. Suppressing auditory cortex activity facilitates sound-evoked facial movements

(A) Extracellular recordings were made from all layers of the primary auditory cortex (A1) with a 64-channel linear probe during contralateral sound presentation

and facial videography. Electrophysiological responses are filtered offline to separate spiking activity (white trace) and the current source density (CSD). White

arrow in the CSD trace identifies the early current sink in layer (L) 4 elicited by a 70 dB SPL 50 ms white noise burst that is used to assign units to layers.

(B) FME is increased following sound presentation (orange line), but facial twitches also occur spontaneously (dashed box). Action potentials (purple) from a single

regular spiking (RS) unit are evoked by the combination of sound and movement but also during spontaneous facial movements.

(C) Neurograms present the Z-scored firing rates before and after bouts of spontaneous facial movements from 438 single RS units grouped into superficial (L2/3

and L4) and deep (L5 and L6) layers of the cortical column. Units are sorted by their mean activity. The line plot presents the mean FME over the same period.

(D) Pie charts represent whether and how single-unit firing rates were modulated by spontaneous facial movements.

(E) Mean ± SEM absolute value of firing rate changes during spontaneous facial movements along the cortical column. Spike rate modulation is significantly

elevated with increasing depth in the cortical column (one-way ANOVA, n = 438, main effect of depth [F = 2.09, p = 0.006]).

(F) Left: schematic illustrates that optogenetic suppression of auditory cortex (ACtx) spiking could eliminate sound-evoked facial movements if it were an

obligatory sensorimotor relay. Right: alternatively, optogenetic suppression of ACtx spiking could amplify or attenuate sound-evoked facial movements if it

modulated a subcortical sensorimotor relay.

(G) Mean ± SEM changes in spike rate in response to 20 Hz activation of parvalbumin-expressing (PV) GABAergic interneurons in fast-spiking putative PV units

(n = 99), superficial RS units (n = 33), and deep-layer RS units (n = 373) from N = 4 mice.

(H) Experimental paradigm to test the two hypothetical scenarios described in (F). Bilateral activation of PV interneurons was interleaved with sound-only trials.

(I) Sound-evoked FME on interleaved laser-on and laser-off trials. Top: mean ± SEM FME. Thick black and blue lines depict the relative timing of sound and laser

timing, respectively. Bottom: mean FME over a range of broadband noise levels (N = 10).

(J) Scatterplot presents mean sound-evoked FME during laser-on/photoinhibition versus laser-off trials. Each symbol represents the trial-averaged mean from a

single animal color coded according to the level of the sound relative to a threshold. Data points above the line of unity (dashed diagonal) are enhanced during

ACtx suppression. Inset: mean FME within 10 dB SPL above threshold is plotted for each mouse during laser-off and -on trials. Asterisk denotes a significant

difference (paired t test, p = 0.005).

See also Figure S3.
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Figure 7. Hyper-responsive sound-evoked

facial movements in mice with an autism

risk gene mutation

(A) ABR thresholds are not significantly different in

mice with Ptchd1 deletion (KO) and wild-type litter-

mate controls (two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA,

main effect for frequency [F = 131, p < 0.001], main

effect for genotype [F = 0.31, p = 0.58], frequency3

genotype interaction [F = 0.74, p = 0.60]).

(B) (i) Placement of pupil markers and ROI for FME

calculation. (ii) Representative traces of pupil diam-

eter changes in a wild-type (WT) and KO mouse.

Solid and dashed arrows denote the timing of noise

bursts in the corresponding recording session.

(C) Baseline pupil diameter in KO mice is signifi-

cantly larger than that in WT controls (two-sample t

test, [t = �4.64, p < 0.001]). Bars and error bars

represent mean ± SEM. Each data point represents

an individual mouse (N = 14/11, WT/KO).

(D) Top: representative FME traces in a wild-type

(WT) and KO mouse. Solid and dashed arrows

denote the timing of noise bursts in the corre-

sponding recording session. Bottom: mean ± SEM

FME for noise bursts of increasing intensity in WT

(left) and KO (right) groups (N = 15/11, WT/KO).

(E) Sound-evoked facial movements grow signifi-

cantly more steeply across sound levels in KO mice

compared with WT controls (two-way mixed design

ANOVA, main effect for sound level [F = 43.46, p =

0.001], main effect for genotype [F = 2.29, p = 0.14],

level 3 genotype interaction [F = 2.67, p = 0.02]).
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DISCUSSION

We used quantitative videography to characterize sound-

evoked movements of the face. We found that sound elicited

small movements of a region of the face just caudal to the

vibrissae array that was 30–40 dB more sensitive than the

acoustic startle reflex and less variable than other points of

measurement on the face (Figure 1). FME faithfully encoded

the low-frequency envelope of broadband stimuli up to 3 Hz

(Figure 2), supporting accurate single-trial decoding of speech

syllable identity in varying levels of background noise (Fig-

ure 3). We found that low-threshold sound-evoked FME was

only elicited by sounds with spectral bandwidth greater than

one octave (Figure 4) and showed no signs of habituation

across repeated measurements over multiple weeks (Figure 5).

After noise-induced damage to the high-frequency cochlear

base, FME was attenuated for a high-frequency stimulus,

but low-frequency sounds targeting the spared region of the

cochlea elicited hyper-responsive facial movements that

were strongly correlated with the potentiation of ABR wave

4, generated by the auditory midbrain. Firing rates of some

deep-layer A1 RS units were entrained by spontaneous facial

movements, yet optogenetic A1 RS unit silencing increased

sound-evoked FME, indicating that the ACtx is a modu-

lator—not a mediator—of sound-evoked facial movements

(Figure 6). Finally, we report that FME is hypersensitive at in-

termediate sound intensities in the Ptchd1 KO mouse, consis-

tent with an ASD auditory hypersensitivity phenotype associ-

ated with ASD (Figure 7).
Facial videography is a sensitive readout of behavioral
sound registration
Hearing, the conscious awareness of sound, is a psychological

construct that can only be directly assessed through behavioral

measurements. Operant assays for behavioral reporting of

conscious sound awareness represent the gold standard for

hearing assessments. However, training animals to perform op-

erant tasks can take weeks, which makes measurements of

complex sound processing difficult in most animal models and

prohibitive for models of disordered sound perception that

also have generalized motor, vestibular, or cognitive impair-

ments.45–48 Alternatively, physiological proxies for hearing

such as the ABR can bemeasured inminutes, but, as gross elec-

trical potentials generated in the brainstem of anesthetized ani-

mals, these measures are not interchangeable with hearing as-

sessments. For example, selective lesions of the cochlear

afferent pathway render the ABR absent or grossly abnormal,

yet auditory detection thresholds measured with operant behav-

iors are unaffected.23,49

While sound-evoked facial movements provide a high-fidelity

readout of sound registration by the central nervous system, the

approach also has limitations. First, the correspondence be-

tween facial movement amplitude and the behavioral report of

sound detection is unknown. Perceptual awareness in operant

tasks is closely linked to cortical registration of the sensory stim-

ulus.48,50–52 While ACtx is required for many forms of operant

detection and discrimination,52,53 silencing excitatory neurons

in ACtx did not abolish or even attenuate facial movements.

We also noted that sound-evoked facial movements were
Current Biology 34, 1–16, April 22, 2024 11
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more easily disrupted by background noise than operant

behavior. Sound processing in noise is generally robust down

to SNRs well below zero when studied with operant tasks but

was at chance at 20 dB SNR based on facial move-

ments.45,46,50,51 In a recent study, we observed that FME was

reduced after Pavlovian discriminative threat conditioning, but

the change was not specific to the sound associated with aver-

sive stimulation, highlighting another difference between FME

and classic measures of associative learning such as freezing

or increased pupil dilation.13

Auditory research relies heavily on narrowband sounds, yet

sound-evoked facial movements were largely insensitive to

these stimuli. Despite this broadband sound preference, we

demonstrated that frequency-specific measurements using

band-limited noise were possible and could reveal bi-directional

changes following cochlear damage similar to operant behavior

and cortical plasticity.21 Additionally, while sound-evoked FME

can be measured in freely moving animals,11 these measure-

ments require custom-built head-mounted cameras or multi-

camera arrays coupled with machine vision approaches. These

observations underscore that while FME is relatively easy to

measure and offers advantages over other behavioral and elec-

trophysiological hearing indices, it also has drawbacks and

should not be equated with a measure of conscious sound

awareness.

The neural basis of sound-evoked facial movements
We found that optogenetic inactivation of ACtx paradoxically

increased sound-evoked facial movements. This result suggests

that the ACtx may modulate subcortical pathways for sound-

evoked facial movements via the extensive network of descend-

ing corticofugal projections.38,54–57 Given the strong correspon-

dence between the potentiation of ABR wave 4 and FME at

spared frequencies, our data suggest that sound-evoked facial

movements are routed through the inferior colliculus, though

the definitive evidence for this claim would require a series of le-

sions or inactivation experiments in various subcortical centers

for sound processing. An auditory midbrain pathway is consis-

tent with reports that electrical or optogenetic stimulation of

the inferior colliculus induces immediate motor responses,55,58

including vibrissae movement in anesthetized rats,59 while opto-

genetic activation of the auditory thalamus is not known to

induce motor activity.21,60 Inferior colliculus neurons can be

excited or suppressed by ACtx activation,61,62 where the direc-

tion of corticofugal modulation of spike rate can reflect the

recruitment of recurrent inhibition in intracollicular circuits,63

and ACtx stimulation parameters.61,64 Conversely, silencing

ACtx increases spontaneous and sound-evoked activity in the

inferior colliculus.65 An increase in sound-evoked FME re-

sponses during cortical silencing is therefore consistent with a

release of tonic inhibition imposed by corticofugal recruitment

of collicular inhibitory circuits.

While afferent signals eliciting sound-evoked facial move-

ments may be routed through the auditory midbrain, the selec-

tivity for broadband sounds points to the essential involvement

of brain areas outside the classical auditory pathway, where neu-

ral responses to low-intensity pure tones are observed from the

cochlear nucleus to the ACtx.66–68 Selectivity for broadband

sounds, but not pure tones, has been found in a reticular-limbic
12 Current Biology 34, 1–16, April 22, 2024
auditory pathway, though auditory response thresholds from

neurons in these brain regions are higher than FME thresholds

reported here.69 Inferior colliculus neurons project primarily not

only to the auditory thalamus but also to the dorsal medial peri-

aqueductal gray and the intermediate and deep layers of the su-

perior colliculus.55 The dorsal periaqueductal gray is known to be

involved in the generation of defensive behaviors,70,71 but defen-

sive behaviors elicited by sound should rapidly adapt within

one to two stimulus presentations,72 inconsistent with the inde-

fatigable sound-evoked facial movements we observed. In

contrast, the intermediate and ventral layers of the superior col-

liculus are known to respond robustly to sound, with receptive

fields that are preferential toward high-frequency sounds with

large spectral bandwidth.73,74 These high-frequency, large spec-

tral bandwidth receptive fields are congruent with our finding that

baseline FME responses were greater for an OBN centered at 32

kHz compared with 8 kHz. Anatomical tracing in mice has iden-

tified direct projections from superior colliculus to facial nucleus

motoneurons,75 and optogenetic activation of the SC elicits at-

tempted head movements in head-fixed mice.76 It remains

possible that sound-evoked facial movements could be routed

through a brainstem pathway, as it is clear that audiomotor path-

ways have not been exhaustively characterized. For instance, a

novel multi-synaptic pathway from the lateral lemniscus in the

auditory brainstem to the anterior lateral motor cortex has

recently been described.77 Further work will be required to eluci-

date the precise pathway through which auditory signals evoke

facial movements.

Broader consequences of sound-evoked facial
movements for neuroscience research
The findings reported here and in earlier descriptions of sound-

evoked facial movements have important implications for the

design and interpretation of multisensory integration experi-

ments. A wide range of moderate-intensity ‘‘purely’’ auditory

stimuli will in fact elicit a complex mixture of auditory, motor,

and reafferent somatosensory activity within 30 ms following

sound onset. Disentangling the relative weighting of sensori-

motor interactions arising from peripheral reafferent versus cen-

tral pathways will be challenging. For example, a recent study

demonstrated that auditory influences on visual cortex response

properties could mostly be accounted for by global, low-dimen-

sional activity patterns arising from sound-evoked facial move-

ments.12 ‘‘Unisensory’’ experiments must also reckon with the

influence of motor corollary and peripheral sensory reafferent in-

puts. We reported here that the spiking rates of a substantial mi-

nority of RS units in layers 5 and 6 of A1 were significantly modu-

lated shortly after spontaneous facial movements, supporting

earlier mesoscale recordings that described widespread activity

across the dorsal cortex related to facial movements.78 Clayton

et al., 35 Audette et al.,36 and Rummell et al.37 have shown that

planned movements of the face or forelimb modulate the spiking

of layers 5 and 6 neurons hundreds of milliseconds prior to

movement and sound onset, highlighting the inextricable link be-

tween movement and sound and underscoring the difficulty of

studying one in the absence of the other, at least in awake sub-

jects. However, our work shows that facial movements are not

elicited by all sounds but rather are only elicited by broadband

stimuli. Thus, by carefully controlling the stimulus (i.e., using
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narrowband sounds that are <90 dB SPL), potential confounds

caused by sound-evoked facial movements can be mitigated,

or even avoided altogether.

Sound-evoked facial movements as a tool for active
sensing
Most reflex pathways have a clear adaptive value to the animal.

For example, the acoustic startle reflex has been suggested not

only to protect the body from immediate harm79 but also to

rapidly terminate ongoing sequences of motor activity and pre-

pare escape behaviors.80 The adaptive value of sound-evoked

facial movements is not entirely clear, though one can speculate

that a synchronized low-dimensional volley of bottom-up audi-

tory, somatosensory, and motor activity could induce a global

neural and behavioral state shift to active sensing and orient-

ing.76,81 Facial movement amplitudes increased with spectral

bandwidth and sound level, providing an analog representation

of environmental sound sources that could more effectively re-

cruit multisensory brainstem or reticular-limbic networks for

threat avoidance than an internal representation based only on

acoustic features.69,82–84 Future work using head-mounted cam-

eras in freely moving animals11,85,86 could help to place facial

movements in the context of orienting and threat avoidance be-

haviors. New findings confirm that emotionally evocative sounds

also elicit facial movements in humans that increase with self-re-

ported valence, though these movements occur at longer la-

tency and are less stereotyped.87 Assessing the generality of

these findings to other species with various histories of sensory

experience will reveal whether sound-evoked facial movements

represent a broadly useful framework for studying hearing and

internal state regulation or are more of a special case observed

only in laboratory mice.
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Bacterial and virus strains

AAV5-Ef1a-DIO hChR2(E123T/T159C)-EYFP Addgene 35509

Deposited data

Source data This paper; Mendeley https://doi.org/10.17632/z6ynns9pdc.1

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6J The Jackson Laboratory RRID: IMSR_JAX:000664

Mouse: B6N(Cg)-Cdh23tm2.1Kjn/Kjn The Jackson Laboratory RRID: IMSR_JAX:018399

Mouse: B6.129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J The Jackson Laboratory RRID: IMSR_JAX:017320

Mouse: B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm32(CAG-

COP4*H134R/EYFP)Hze/J

The Jackson Laboratory RRID: IMSR_JAX:024109

Mouse: Ptchd1-KO Gift from Michael Halassa MGI:5792693

Software and algorithms

Labview 2016 National Instruments https://www.ni.com/en-us/shop/labview.html

Synapse Tucker-Davis Technologies http://www.tdt.com/component/synapse-software/

Kilosort 2.0 GitHub https://github.com/MouseLand/Kilosort

DeepLabCut GitHub https://github.com/AlexEMG/DeepLabCut

Python 3.8 Python https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-3817/

Matlab 2020a Mathworks https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

Original code for data analysis GitHub https://github.com/Plastic-Polley-Lab/

Clayton_et_al_2024_Current_Biology

Other

PXI controller National Instruments PXIe-8840

Siicone recording probes Cambridge Neurotech H3

Neurodigitizer and preamplifier Tucker-Davis Technologies PZ5

Data processer and real-time controller Tucker-Davis Technologies RZ2

Data streamer Tucker-Davis Technologies RS4

CMOS camera Teledyne Dalsa M2020

Lens Tamron 032938

Long pass filter MidWest Optical LP830

Tweeter Scan-speak D3004/66000

Diode laser (473 nm) Omnicron LuxX-473

Titanium headplate iMaterialise Custom
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Kameron K. Clayton

(kameron_clayton@meei.harvard.edu).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new reagents.

Data and code availability

d Data associated with this article were deposited in Mendeley Data. DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

d Original code is publicly available on GitHub and is publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key

resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Animal subjects
We used 94 adult male and female mice aged 8-12 weeks. Mice were maintained on a 12/12 hr light/dark cycle and all experiments

performed during the dark cycle, with food and water available ad libitum in the home cage. Mice were housed individually following

major survival surgery. All procedures were approved by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Animal Care and Use Committee and fol-

lowed the guidelines established by the National Institute of Health for the care and use of laboratory animals.

For simultaneous videography and acoustic startle testing, 8 C57 x Cdh23 mice were used. C57 mice were crossed with homo-

zygous Cdh23 mice to prevent the precocious high frequency hearing loss typically found in C57 mice, which can begin as early as

12 weeks post-natal.88 For videography experiments with temporally modulated stimuli, an additional 16 C57BL6 x Cdh23mice were

used, 8 of which were also used for visual stimulation andwhisker trimming experiments. For noise exposure experiments, we used a

total of 20 C57BL6 x Cdh23 (10 exposed/8 sham). Auditory brainstem responses were collected in a subset of 9 noise-exposedmice,

with one mouse excluded from further analysis because of the absence of wave IV in pre-exposure measurements. Single-unit elec-

trophysiology with simultaneous videography was performed in 5 C57BL6 x Cdh23 mice. Experiments to verify cortical silencing via

by PV-mediated inhibition were performed in 4 PV-Cre mice with unilateral channelrhodopsin expression in right ACtx. Videography

with optogenetic stimulation was performed in 7 PV-Cre x Ai32 mice and 3 PV-Cre mice with injected with virus to express channelr-

hodopsin bilaterally in ACtx. Experiments characterizing sound-evoked facial movements in the Ptchd1-KO mouse were performed

in 11 KO mice and 15 C57 littermate controls.

METHOD DETAILS

Surgical preparation
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane in oxygen (5% induction, 1.5-2%maintenance). Body temperature wasmaintained at 36.6�C
with a homeothermic blanket system (FHC). Lubricating ointment was placed on the eyes. Lidocaine hydrochloride (0.1 mL) was

administered subcutaneously to numb the scalp. For analgesia, Buprenex (0.05 mg/kg) and meloxicam (0.1 mg/kg) were adminis-

tered subcutaneously at the beginning of the procedure and again 24 and 48 h from the initial dosing. Following surgery, the mice

were transferred to a heated recovery chamber.

Following repeated serial applications of Betadine and 70% ethanol, the skin overlying the dorsal cranium was retracted and the

periosteumwas removed. Etchant (C&Bmetabond) and 70% ethanol was applied to prepare the exposed skull surface. For mice not

undergoing optogenetics experiments, a custom titanium headplate (iMaterialise) was affixed to the skull with dental cement (C&B

metabond).

For whisker trimming experiments, mice were briefly anesthetized with isoflurane prior to videography recording and the whiskers

were removed bilaterally using surgical scissors. Care was taken to trim thewhiskers as close as possible to the epidermis andmicro-

vibrassae were also removed.

Optical access to auditory cortex
To prepare mice for bilateral optogenetic stimulation, the skull overlying each auditory cortex wasmade optically transparent. First, a

layer of super glue (Krazy-Glue) was applied and allowed to dry, followed by layers of clear cement (C&B metabond) and nail polish

(L.A. Colors). While the nail polish dried, black plastic casings (Freelin-Wade) were affixed around the transparent portion of the skull

to allow for interfacing with optic fiber patch cables. Once the casings were affixed, a custom titanium headplate was affixed to the

dorsal surface of the skull with cement.

For PV-Cre mice only, channelrhodopsin was expressed in PV neurons by injecting AAV5-EF1a-DIO-ChR2 into ACtx. Briefly, two

small burr holes were made in the skull overlying ACtx in each hemisphere using a 31-gauge needle, 1.5-2.25mm rostral to the lamb-

doid suture. The viral solution was backfilled into a pulled glass pipette (Drummond, Wiretrol II) and a precision injection system

(Drummond, Nanoject III) was used to deliver 200 nL of virus per injection site at a rate of 9 nL/min, 0.3 mm below the pial surface.

The pipette was left to rest for at least 10 min following the end of the injection and burr holes were filled with KWIK-SIL (WPI). In-

jections took place immediately prior to the skull clearing procedure.

Videography
A CMOS camera (Teledyne Dalsa, model M2020) equipped with a lens (Tamron 032938) and a long-pass filter (MidWest Optical,

LP830, 25.5nm cutoff) was positioned approximately 25 cm to the right of the animal’s face, and illuminated by an array of infrared

LEDs (Vishay, 850 nm). A white LED (Thorlabs, MBB1F1) was used to provide ambient illumination sufficient to keep the pupil diam-

eter in an intermediate range. Video recordings of the face and foot were acquired with a 512 x 512 pixel resolution at 150 Hz (for data

shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) or 30 Hz (for data shown in Figures 6 and 7).

Auditory stimuli were generated with a 24-bit digital-to-analog converter (National Instruments model PXI-4461), amplified (Sam-

son,120a Power Amplifier), and presented via a tweeter (ScanSpeak) positioned 25 cm from the left ear. Speaker output calibrated

with a 1/4’’ prepolarized microphone (PCB Electronics). Visual stimuli were presented on a 5’’ display with 800 x 480 resolution
e2 Current Biology 34, 1–16.e1–e5, April 22, 2024
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(Adafruit TFP401). Mice were head-fixed atop an acrylic plate resting on three piezoelectric force transducers (PCB Piezotronics)

coupled to a summation amplifier, allowing measurement of the downward force caused by skeletal muscle contraction. Mice

were allowed to acclimate for 15 min before recordings began

Stimulus generation and presentation
Each stimulus was repeated in 20 trials in a pseudo-random order separated by an intertrial interval duration selected at random from

a truncated exponential distribution to produce a flat hazard function. Broadband noise bursts (50 ms duration, 5 ms raised cosine

onset and offset ramps) were presented between 15 to 115 dB SPL in 10 dB steps with a 10-20s intertrial interval. Visual stimuli were

full field, full contrast sinusoidal gratings (500 ms duration, 0.4 cycles/degree spatial frequency, 2 Hz velocity) presented to the eye

contralateral to the camera atmultiple orientations (0�, 45�, 90�, 180�) with a 7 – 11 s inter-trial interval. Spatial tuning of sound-evoked

facial movements was tested by presenting a 60 dB SPL, 50 ms noise burst at 90� and -90� in azimuth relative to the mouse’s head

with a 7 to 11 s inter-trial interval. For gaps in noise, silent gaps (30 - 500 ms in duration, 0.1ms onset and offset ramps) were inserted

in 50 dB SPL continuous broadband noise with a 14 - 19 s inter-trial interval. For FM sweeps, sequences of 6 sweeps (200 ms

duration, ±20 octaves/s between 4-64 kHz, 5 ms raised cosine ramps) were presented at 1 - 4 Hz in 0.5 Hz steps with a 7 - 11 s inter-

trial interval. Speech stimuli were 200 ms tokens produced by an adult female speaker resynthesized to be four octaves higher than

the original source material with the TANDEM-STRAIGHT vocoder,89 as originally synthesized by Chambers et al.18 Speech tokens

(70 dB SPL) were presented in trains of 6 tokens at 1 Hz in continuous broadband noise (10 - 50 dB SPL in 10 dB increments) or in

silence, with a 7-11s intertrial interval. To contrast tone and broadband noise responses, tone bursts (50ms duration with 5ms raised

cosine ramps at 8 and 32 kHz or broadband noise bursts were presented from 30 - 90 dB SPL in 20 dB increments with a 7 to 11 s

intertrial interval. All stimuli were normalized for total energy. Octave-band noise (OBN) bursts were made by applying a 4th order

Butterworth filter centered at 8 or 32 kHz to broadband noise. OBN noise bursts (50 ms duration with 5 ms raised cosine ramps)

were presented from 30 - 100 dB SPL in 10 dB increments with a 7 - 11 s inter-trial interval.

To understand if sound stimuli might be driving direct whisker motion, we used the spherical wave equation to estimate the air par-

ticle displacement at the position of the mouse’s face relative to the speaker. The spherical wave equation was used as follows:

x = j v
ju

�
�
�
�

where x is the absolute particle displacement, u is the frequency in radians and v is the particle velocity given by:

v =
P

Z

where P is the pressure in pascals and Z is the acoustic impedance which for a spherical wave is calculated as:

Z =
rc

1+
1

jur � 1
c

where c is the speed of sound (345 m/s), r is the density of air (1.12 kg/m3), and r is the distance between the sound source and the

mouse’s head (25 cm).

High-frequency noise exposure
To induce high-frequency SNHL, OBN at 16 - 32 kHz was presented at 103 dB SPL for 2 h. Exposure stimulus was delivered via a

tweeter fixated inside a custom-made exposure chamber (51 3 51 3 51 cm). The interior walls of the acoustic enclosure joined at

irregular, non-right angles tominimize standingwaves. Additionally, to further diffuse the high-frequency sound field, irregular surface

depths were achieved on three of the interior walls by attaching stackable ABS plastic blocks (LEGO). Prior to exposure, mice were

placed, unrestrained, in an independent wire-mesh chamber (15 3 15 3 10 cm). This chamber was placed at the center of a

continuously rotating plate, ensuring mice were exposed to a relatively uniform sound field. Sham-exposed mice underwent

the same procedure except that the exposure noise was presented at an innocuous level (70 dB SPL). All sham and noise exposures

were performed at the same time of day.

Cochlear function testing
Animals were anesthetized with ketamine (120 mg/kg) and xylazine (12 mg/kg), placed on a homeothermic heating blanket during

testing, and administered half the initial ketamine dose as a booster when required. Acoustic stimuli were presented via in-ear acous-

tic assemblies consisting of two miniature dynamic earphones (CUI CDMG15008–03A) and an electret condenser microphone

(Knowles FG-23339-PO7) coupled to a probe tube. Stimuli were calibrated in the ear canal in each mouse before recording. The

ABR was measured with tone bursts (5 ms with 0.5 ms raised cosine ramps at 8,11.3,16, 22.6, and 32 kHz delivered at 26.99 Hz

from 20-100 dB SPL in 5 dB increments) and the same OBN bursts described above delivered at 10.02 Hz. Recordings were

made with one transdermal electrode behind the right pinna and one electrode attached to a silver wire (A-M Systems) placed on

the surface of the brain at vertex through a burr hole and cemented in place during the initial headplate surgery. Threshold was
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determined as the lowest intensity which elicited a repeatable waveform. Positive and negative peaks of each ABR wave were quan-

tified as the peak to trough amplitude of each wave, subtracted by the peak to trough amplitude of the pre-stimulus baseline to cor-

rect for the measurement noise floor. ABR testing was performed 1 week before noise or sham exposure and again two weeks after

exposure, following the final behavioral measurement.

Cortical electrophysiology
Preparation for acute insertion of high-density probes in awake, head-fixed mice

A ground wire was placed over the left occipital cortex through a small burr hole during the initial head plate attachment surgery. On

the day of recording, themousewas briefly anesthetizedwith isoflurane in oxygen (5% induction, 2%maintenance) and a scalpel was

used tomake a small (1 x 1mm) craniotomy over right auditory cortex, centered on the temporal ridge between 1.5 and 2.5 mm ante-

rior from the lambdoid suture. A well was constructed around the craniotomy using UV-cured composite (Flow-It ALC) was filled with

lubricating ointment (Paralube Vet Ointment), after which isoflurane was discontinued and the mouse was moved to a body cradle

where the animal’s head was immobilized by attaching head plate to a fixation post in a dimly lit double walled acoustic chamber.

Recordings began 30 min after the cessation of isoflurane to allow for full recovery from anesthesia. Following each experiment,

the recording chamber was flushed with saline, lubricating ointment was reapplied, and capped with UV-cured composite.

Extracellular recordings

A single shank 64-channel silicon probe (Cambridge Neurotech: H3, 20 mm between contacts) was positioned perpendicular to the

cortical surface using a micromanipulator (Narishige) and inserted using a hydraulic micromanipulator (Narishige). The probe was

advanced at 100 mm/s until the probe tip was approximately 1.3-1.4 mm below the cortical surface. The probe was allowed to settle

for 15min before recordings began. At the beginning of each recording, noise bursts (50ms duration, 70 dB SPL, 50 repetitions) were

presented to confirm the depth of the probe relative to auditory cortex using the current source density.35,90 Additionally, frequency-

receptive fields were derived to confirm the placement of the probe within the primary auditory cortex, using the tonotopic reversal

which marks the rostral border of A1.67 We simultaneously recorded facial videography and laminar electrophysiology as mice were

presented with frequency-modulated sweeps (4-64 kHz, 80 and -80 oct/s, 50 ms duration, 30-70 dB SPL in 10 dB increments, 60-80

repetitions) from a free-field speaker placed approximately 10 cm from the left ear.

Optogenetic stimulation
Neurons transduced with channelrhodopsin were activated through the optically cleared skull with light (10 mW at fiber tip, 500 ms,

20 Hz pulse rate, 25 ms pulse width, terminating with 100 ms linearly decreasing ramp) that have been shown to trigger robust inhi-

bition of pyramidal neuron spiking without rebound excitation.91 Blue light was delivered by two 473 nm diode lasers (Omicron LuxX)

via optic fibers terminating in ferrules (Doric, 0.2 mm diameter, 0.22 NA), which were fit with mating sleeves to create a snug interface

with the skull-mounted plastic casings. Laser onset preceded sound onset by 100 ms. Laser stimulation occurred in half of trials,

which consisted of 50ms noise bursts presented from 35 to 95 dBSPL in 10 dB increments, with a 6-10 s inter-trial interval. To control

for the potential effects of ACtx PV cell activation alone on facial movements, experiments were performed in an additional cohort of

mice where laser stimulation was deliveredwithout sound presentation. For single-unit electrophysiology experiments, the optic fiber

was placed directly above the exposed surface of the ACtx and laser-evoked responses were recorded without sound stimulation

(identical laser stimulation parameters as for behavior, 20 trials per stimulus).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Video processing and analysis
Facial movement energy

A region of interest (ROI) was manually drawn on the rostral cheek, just caudal to the vibrissae array. FME was defined as the sum of

the absolute difference in intensity between consecutive frames for each pixel within the ROI.13,92 FME was z-scored with respect to

the mean and standard deviation of the session.

Markerless behavior tracking

DeepLabCut was used to track the nose, ear, jaw, hind paw, eyelid diameter, and pupil diameter. The anterior tip of the nose, pos-

terior edge of the pinna, jaw, and the metatarsal joint of the hindfoot were labeled with single markers. The eyelid and the pupil were

labeled with 8 markers that spanned the four cardinal and four intracardinal compass points. Separate DeepLabCut models were

used for points on the face and the foot. For the face model, 300 frames from 30 mice were used to train the model (model originally

used in Robert et al.93). For the foot model, 40 frames from 6 mice were used. For both models, a ResNet-101 based neural network

was trained on 95% of the labeled frames for 1,030,000 training iterations, using the default parameters in DeepLabCut.

Any time point for which model tracking likelihood dropped below 90% was discarded and interpolation was performed between

neighboring frames. For single-point tracking, movement amplitudes were taken as the square root of the sum of the squared x and y

velocities. For eyelid and pupil diameter, tracked points were used to fit an ellipse using a least-squares criterion and calculating the

long axis diameter. Because the eyelid was widest at rest and narrowed with sound stimulation, we took the absolute value of the

eyelid diameter so that movement would be positive going. All movement traces were z-scored with respect to their mean and stan-

dard deviations for the session.
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Quantification of sound-evoked movements

Sound-evoked response amplitude for all movements were taken as the mean of the 5 frames surrounding the peak response within

1 s of stimulus onset. To determine the threshold of sound-evoked movement, we performed a paired t-test comparing the mean of

1 s pre-stimulus and the post-stimulus response across trials. Threshold was defined as the lowest intensity at which reliably elicited

a significant response; all levels above threshold were required to have a significant response. Latency was defined as time to the

half-maximum of the response. Intertrial variance was defined as the coefficient of variation, the standard deviation of trial-by-trial

sound-evoked responses divided by the mean response for each subject individually. As computing the coefficient of variation for

intersubject variance across subjects would give a single value for eachmeasured effector, we treated each trial as an individual mea-

surement and computed the standard deviation of the sound-evoked response divided by the mean response across subjects for

each trial separately. The signal detection metric d’ was computed to compare the spontaneous rate of z-scored FME during the

intertrial interval (0-1 s prestimulus and 1 s from stimulus onset to the end of the trial, analogous to estimating the false alarm

rate) to the rate of z-scored FME during and immediately following sound stimulation (0 to 500 ms from sound onset, analogous

to the hit rate) as follows:

d
0
=
2 ðmFMEevoked � mFMEspontaneousÞ

ðsFMEevoked+sFMEspontaneousÞ
where the mean and standard deviation of FME rates are taken across trials and computed separately for each intensity tested.

To quantify the rhythmic entrainment of facial movements, we used the fast Fourier transform to compute the power spectral den-

sity (PSD) within the stimulus period, which varied in duration depending on the repetition rate from 1.5 to 6 s. The dB SNRmetric was

computed as 10 times the common logarithm of the PSD amplitude at the stimulus repetition rate divided by the average PSD ampli-

tude at neighboring frequencies. To decode syllable identity trial by trial, a support vector machine with a linear kernel was trained for

each mouse separately using time series responses to each syllable in quiet. All data was first transformed using principal compo-

nents analysis and only the principal components which cumulatively explained 80% of the variance were included to prevent over-

fitting. We used 10-fold cross-validation to train and test the classifier and repeated this process for 1000 iterations using different

random train/test splits. To estimate the classification noise floor, we shuffled the trial-by-trial syllable labels and repeated the training

and testing process. Models were fit using the Matlab function ‘fitcsvm’. The same training procedure was applied for cross-mouse

decoding, but the support vectormachinewas then tested on data from each othermouse. Cross-mouse decodingwas quantified as

the average performance of each mouse tested on each other mouse’s decoder. For FME response tracking over time, fold change

was calculated as the response for each day divided by the baseline response, which included the two pre-exposure days, for 0 and

10 dB re: threshold.

Acoustic startle reflex measurement
The acoustic startle reflex is highly stereotyped triphasic signal which corresponds to the contraction of skeletal muscles.14We quan-

tified the startle reflex amplitude as the peak to trough of the response in the 1 s following stimulus onset and computed measures of

threshold, latency and variance as we did for facial videography.

Electrophysiology acquisition and online analysis
Raw neural signals were acquired at 24.4 kHz and digitized at 32-bit resolution (PZ5 Neurodigitizer, RZ2 BioAmp Processor, RS4

Data Streamer; Tucker-Davis Technologies). For online data visualization, the common mode, channel-averaged, signal was sub-

tracted from the raw signals for all channels to eliminate artifacts shared across all channels. To examine multiunit activity, signals

were band-pass filtered (300-3000 Hz, second-order Butterworth filters) and the threshold for spike detection was set as a negative

deflection greater than 3.5 standard deviations above the background hash. Following notch filtering at 60 Hz and downsampling to 1

kHz, the CSD was computed as the second spatial derivative of the local field potential. Signals were spatially smoothed across

channels using a 5-point Hanning window to mitigate potential artifacts induced by impedance mismatches between neighboring

channels. The layer 4/5 boundary (0.5 mm from the pial surface) was identified using the noise-evoked CSD.35,90

Single-unit identification and analysis
Kilosort 2.0 was used to sort spikes into singl- unit clusters.94 Single-unit classification was based on the presence of a well-defined

refractory period in the interspike interval histogram and an isolation distance (>10) which indicated that the cluster was well sepa-

rated from noise.95 Units were classified as RS if the peak-to-trough delay of its mean spike waveform was greater than 0.6 ms.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analysis was performed in Matlab. We used the standard p < 0.05 threshold for assigning statistical significance. Mul-

tiple post-hoc comparisons were corrected with the Holm-Bonferroni correction.
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